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Abstract 

     Spectral clustering is a method of subspace clustering which is suitable for the data of 

any shape and converges to global optimal solution. By combining concepts of shared 

nearest neighbors and geodesic distance with spectral clustering, a self-adaptive spectral 

clustering based on geodesic distance and shared nearest neighbors was proposed. 

Experiments show that the improved spectral clustering algorithm can fully take into 

account the information of neighbors, but also measure the exact distance and better 

process the geodetic data. 
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1. Introduction 

    High-dimensional data processing has always been a hot and difficult subject in the 

field of data mining. With the number of dimensions increasing, curse of dimensionality 

is a very common problem. Due to excessive data attributes, a lot of uncertain factors 

increase, which will make data too sparse, thus increasing the difficulty of processing. To 

address this issue, many scholars have done a lot of research to varying degrees and 

reduce the impact caused by the curse of dimensionality in which dimensionality 

reduction and subspace clustering are currently hot researched. 

     Spectral clustering [1-2] is a method of subspace clustering, widely applied in the field 

of pattern recognition and data mining in recent years. Many traditional clustering 

algorithms, such as k-means algorithm, can yield better clustering results on the globular 

data, but not satisfactory performance on the data of other shapes, and easy to converge to 

local optimal solution. In contrast, the spectral clustering method [3] does not make the 

assumption about the global structure of the data, but directly solve the characteristic 

decomposition of graph Laplacian matrix to achieve clustering on the data of any shape 

and converge to the global optimal solution, also applied to non-convex data sets [4]. 

     Based on research and analysis of spectral clustering algorithm, this paper obtains 

shortcomings of traditional spectral clustering algorithms, and combines concepts of 

shared nearest neighbors and geodesic distance with spectral clustering to propose a self-

adaptive spectral clustering based on geodesic distance and shared nearest neighbors. The 

improved spectral clustering algorithm can fully take into account the information of 

neighbors, but also measure the exact distance. Experiments show that the algorithm can 

better process the geodetic data. 
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2. Shared Nearest Neighbors 
 

2.1. The concept of shared nearest neighbors 

    Under normal conditions, the similarity measurement of two points adopts the Gaussian 

kernel function, )2/||||exp(),(
22


jiji

xxxx  and it is clear that two most important parts of 

the formula are the scale parameter σ, and the distance measure formula 2
||||

ji
xx  . Here is 

the Euclidean distance. σ is a parameter, needed to be set. The final similarity derived 

from the formula only varies with changes of the Euclidean distance between two points. 

Once the distance is determined, regardless of the distribution of neighbors around the 

two points, the similarity is determined, regardless of the impact of neighbors between 

two points on the similarity. In fact, two points have neighbors, and their common 

neighbors are many, we can consider these two points may be more similar, and this is the 

very intuitive concept of shared nearest neighbors. 

The traditional spectral clustering does not consider the impact of neighbors on the 

similarity of the two points, so the algorithm cannot process multi-scale data sets. To 

solve this problem, Manor et al proposed self-adaptive (self-adjusting) Gaussian kernel 

function, defined as follows: 
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Wherein, 
i

 and
 j
 represent the Euclidean distance from the point i

x to the neighbor p
. 

Using this formula to calculate the similarity relationship can more easily find the real 

cluster structure, and has important reference value for the precise definition of the 

similarity between the two data points. This spectral clustering algorithm is called self-

tuning spectral clustering, referred to as SSC. This algorithm takes into account the 

impact of surrounding data points on the data point, to better process multi-scale data sets, 

able to accurately identify clusters with larger density difference. 

  However simple self-adaptive spectral clustering still cannot get a better clustering 

effect, so the similarity measure based on shared nearest neighbors appears. 

 Shared nearest neighbors was proposed by Jarvis and Patrick et al, referred as to SNN. 

SNN can be used to characterize the local density between two points. Combining the 

concept of shared nearest neighbors to spectral clustering forms spectral clustering based 

on the shared nearest neighbors. This spectral clustering re-defines the similarity of the 

two points, thus eliminating the impact of artificial value σ on the algorithm [5].SNN is 

defined as follows: 

Set kd points nearest to the point
i

x to construct the set
 )(

i
xN , 

kd points nearest to the
 

point j
x to construct the set )(

j
xN ,then the kd shared nearest neighbors of 

point i
x and j

x is |)()(|),(
jiji

xNxNxxSNN  .
 

 

2.2 Self-adaptive spectral clustering based on shared nearest neighbors(SSC-SNN)  

    The concept of SNN was added to the improved self-adaptive Gaussian kernel function 

in self-adaptive spectral clustering based on shared nearest neighbors, which enable it to 

characterize the local density information [6]. When a lot of data points connect between 

two points, the local density is relatively high, and SNN value will be relatively large, the 

similarity between two points should be also larger, namely the value of SNN and 

similarity is proportional.  

 Definition of self-adaptive Gaussian kernel function [7] based on shared nearest 

neighbors is as follows: 
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Wherein, ||||
ji

xx  is the Euclidean distance between two data points, 
i

 and
j

 are 

respectively the Euclidean distance from 
i

x and
i

x to the neighbor P. 

The difference between the newly constructed Gaussian kernel function and self-

adaptive Gaussian kernel function is the introduction of SNN as part of the description of 

the data density, taking into account the local density information of data [8]. From the 

equation we can see that when two data points are located in sparse clusters, appropriately 

increase the similarity of the two points by adjusting the parameters, points in the 

coefficient cluster can be more easily and accurately to be clustered which will get the 

correct cluster result and avoid classifying uniform data points in sparse cluster into 

different clusters, and two points relatively close or located in the same cluster on the 

same points have high similarity.  

    There are a lot of kinds of spectral clustering algorithm, in which NJW [3] is a popular 

one proposed by Ng, Jordan and Weiss and et al. NJW uses the top k numbers of 

eigenvectors corresponding the maximum eigenvalues of Laplacian matrix to construct a 

new vector space R in which a corresponding relationship with the original data is set up, 

then clusters the data. We will use NJW to cluster in this paper. 

SSC-SNN is the spectral clustering algorithm based on shared nearest neighbor, and 

the basic procedure of the algorithm is as follows: 

Step1: Calculate ),(
ji

xxSNN , the number of shared kd neighbors of any point 
i

x
 
and 

j
x . 

Step2: According to
N

S , calculate the similarity matrix W of the sample point, 

construct the similarity connection diagram and make W as the weight matrix of the 

similarity connection diagram. 

Step3: Calculate non-normalized Laplacian matrix
sym

L , 

2/12/12/12/1 
 WDDILDDL

sym . 

Step4: Calculate the eigenvalue and eigenvectorof 
sym

L , set 
k

 ,...,,
21

as top k largest 

eigenvalues ranking in order. 
k

vvv ,...,,
21

is the corresponding eigenvector of these k 

eigenvalues. 

Step5: Rank eigenvectors 
k

vvv ,...,,
21

in rows to construct the matrix ],...,,[
21 k

vvvV   . 

Step6: Normalize each row of the matrix V  , make the norm of each row as 1, get the 

matrix U  , namely 2/12
)/(

k

ikijij
vvu  . 

Step7: See each row of U as one point in the k
R  space, and use K-mean value to 

cluster the rows into k categories. 

The inputs of the algorithm are the sample similarity matrix W and the number of 

clusters k. From the process, it can be seen that the process of NJW spectral clustering 

does not change, and only the definition of similarity changes. 

 

3. Geodesic Distance 

 
3.1. The concept of geodesic distance 

    Geodesic distance [9-11] is an important concept in the mathematical morphology, 

mainly for watershed segmentation (also called catchment area, which means that the 

water flow and other substances expel from a common discharge outlet to form a 
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centralized drainage area). The concept of geodesic distance is applied in many 

algorithms, primarily to process some special data forms. 

In machine learning, the Euclidean distance is the most common way to define the 

distance, also the easiest to understand, originating from the distance formula between 

two points in Euclidean space. The Euclidean distance between two n-dimensional vectors 

),...,,(
11211 n

xxxa and ),...,,(
22221 n

xxxb  is defined as: 
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Although the Euclidean distance is simple and easy to understand and implement, it 

still has significant disadvantages. It treats equally the difference between different 

attributes (or known as variables) of the sample, so different distance definitions may be 

used sometimes. In addition to the Euclidean distance, common distance measure 

methods include Manhatten distance, Chebyshev distance, Mahalanobis distance, 

Hamming distance, the distance of correlation coefficient, etc. These distance measures 

all have their own advantages and disadvantages.  

 But in real life, we will encounter many distance measure problems that Euclidean 

distance cannot deal with, such as driving on the mountain road, or laying the pipeline in 

an area, which forces us to seek another distance measure method, thus “avoiding” similar 

problems, and geodesic distance can achieve that [12]. 

The basic idea of geodesic distance [13] is: When two points are very close, geodesic 

distance equals to the Euclidean distance, while when two points are relatively distant, 

geodesic distance is accumulative based on geodesic distance between neighboring points, 

which is an iterative distance measure method. Geodesic distance is the accurately 

measured distance between two points in Euclidean space, able to accurately reflect the 

true distance distribution of data in the continuous data space. For two data points 

relatively close, the geodesic distance is the Euclidean distance generated along the 

curved surface of the data distribution; for two data points relatively distant, firstly, 

calculate the distance between the sample point and its adjacent points and then adopt 

iteration to calculate the distance between these two data points. Therefore, when the 

sample point distribution is curved or manifold, the distance derived from the geodesic 

distance is more authentic. 

 

3.2 The calculation of geodesic distance 

      Geodesic distance calculation is as follows:  

Step1: Define the neighborhood size k, according to neighborhood size to structure 

geodesic distance, and go to the second step;  

     Step2: The distance between the observation point x and its adjacent point k equals to 

Euclidean distance, or regarded as the infinite, that is 
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Step3: Use data point t as the relay point, calculate the geodesic distance between the 

observation point x and relatively distant points, and iteratively calculate the geodesic 

distance between the observation point and all other points. 
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4. Self-adaptive spectral clustering based on geodesic distance and 

shared nearest neighbors(SSC-GD&SNN) 

    This paper introduces the geodesic distance into SNN self-adaptive spectral clustering 

in order to compensate for the deficiency of the previous algorithm about geodetic data 

processing and the kernel function used by the algorithm is as follows: 
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In addition to advantages of SNN self-adaptive kernel function, the new kernel 

function can process geodetic data. For spectral clustering, we still use the popular NJW 

algorithm. The algorithm process of self-adaptive spectral clustering based on geodesic 

distance and SNN is as follows:  

Step1: Get data. 

Step2: Use geodesic distance to calculate the distance between data points. 

Step3: Use SNN self-adaptive kernel function to calculate similarity matrix. 

Step4: Use NJW spectral clustering algorithm to complete clustering work. 

 

5. Experiment result 
 

5.1 Experiment environment 

     In order to verify the algorithm result, we conducted simulation experiment, compared 

and analyzed the traditional spectral clustering, SSC-SNN and SSC-GD&SNN. All 

experiments use Matlab 6.0 programming, running on Windows7 operating system, 

executed on a PC with 2.1GHZ CPU and 2G memories. Respectively, use the circular 

data, bi-moon data, and hat-shaped data as experimental data. 

 

5.2 Bi-moon data 

    SSC-SNN can self-define the scale parameter, but also take advantage of the 

information of neighbors. In order to verify the algorithm result, we constructed a similar 

bi-moon shaped data for the experiment. The initial shape of data is shown as Figure 1 (a). 

The clustering result obtained from traditional spectral clustering (NJW) is shown in 

Figure 1 (b), and the clustering result obtained from SSC-SNN is shown in Figure 1 (c). 

 

 
 

(a) The  initial shape        (b) Clustering result of NJW    (c) Clustering result of SSC-SNN 

Figure 1. Bi-moon shaped data 
 

From Figure 1 (b), it can be seen that, the traditional spectral clustering does not 

consider the relationship between neighbors, and simply clusters the two sets of data 
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based on the distance, which results in the problem that the clustering of the middle part is 

not exact. But in Figure 1 (c), by using SSC-SNN to cluster bi-moon shaped data, and it 

can be found that the spectral clustering using the concept of shared nearest neighbors can 

better process bi-moon shaped data. SSC-SNN takes full advantage of the neighbor 

information between two data points, and gets a more accurate similarity measure, which 

can prove that SSC-SNN has a better data processing performance than traditional 

spectral clustering. 

 

5.3 Circular data 

     In 5.2, it has been proved that shared nearest neighbor based self-adaptive spectral 

clustering can more accurately process data. But for some data, self-adaptive spectral 

clustering becomes helpless. We construct the circular data, composed of three ring data, 

and the initial data shape is as shown in Figure 2 (a). 

We first use the traditional spectral clustering algorithm to cluster them, and get the 

experiment result of Figure 2 (b). Clearly, if traditional spectral clustering processes 

circular data, we can not get the desired results, because traditional spectral clustering is 

defined based on Euclidean distance. It is natural that the red part of the left, the green 

part of the center and the blue part of the left will be clustered together, because this 

measurement is difficult to determine data characteristics of between circular data, i.e., the 

true degree of similarity between the data. 

Next, we use SSC-SNN to cluster the above data and the clustering result is shown in 

Figure 2 (c). It can be seen from the experimental results, SSC-SNN still has flaws, still 

not able to process circular data well. The central part of the circular data can be classified 

well, but for ring data, SNN can keep neighbor information of the data, but cannot 

accurately measure the degree of correlation between data points. When there are three 

categories, two outer ring data cycle has to be divided into two parts, resulting in 

unexpected division. So the definition of the distance is still the urgent problem of SSC-

SNN. The circular data has a total of 600 data and the correct rate statistics of two spectral 

clustering algorithms is as shown in Table 1. 

 

 
 

        (a) The initial shape      (b) Clustering result of NJW       (c) Clustering result of   

                                                                                                      SSC-SNN 

Figure 2. Circular data 

 

Table 1. The circular data processing results 
Spectral clustering 

algorithms 
Correct Wrong Total 

Correct 

 rate 

NJW 325 275 600 54.17% 

SSC-SNN 400 200 600 66.67% 
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For the above problem, we can think of using the geodesic distance to process. We 

have already discussed the concept of geodesic distance, and the use of geodesic distance 

instead of traditional Euclidean distance can process circular, half-moon shaped and 

specific manifold data, more accurately measure the distance between two data points, 

thereby enhancing the clustering effect of such data. Next, we use SSC-GD&SNN to 

process circular data and the obtained result is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. Clustering result of SSC- GD&SNN 

 

We can see from the figure, after the application of geodesic distance instead of 

distance measure in the similarity matrix, the spectral clustering effect has been improved, 

three ring data are accurately clustered and the impact of human factors on the  value is 

eliminated. 

 

5.4 Hat-shaped data 

    Next, we use hat-shaped data to further verify SSC- GD&SNN. 

The shape of the initial data is shown as Figure 4 (a). Such data is much like a fashion 

hat, but with the four hat brims and one crown. Our clustering work clusters them into 

five categories. Ideally, the four hat brims should be classified into one category and one 

crown into one category. The clustering effect of traditional spectral clustering and SSN 

are not good. The clustering result is shown in Figure 4 (b).  

Due to the inaccuracy of distance measure, although the algorithm clusters them into 

five categories, the data on the top is not well characterized, mixed with the following 

data points, so the clustering effect is not ideal. Here we use SSC-GD&SNN to cluster 

and the observed clustering result is shown in Figure 4 (c). Experimental results show that 

after the introduction of geodesic distance, GD&SSC-SNN can better process circular and 

manifold data. 

 

 
 

      (a) The initial shape           (b) Clustering result of SSC-SNN    (c) Clustering result of  

                                                                                                             SSC-GD&SNN 

Figure 4. Hat-shaped data 
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6. Conclusions 

     Clustering algorithm is an important branch in machine learning, and plays a very 

important role. The purpose is to cluster high similar data together. Because the clustering 

algorithm does not require category label, it can take full use of its superior characteristics 

when processing many issues. However, current clustering algorithm performance 

restricts the development and applications of clustering algorithms. In recent years, 

scholars have done sufficient efforts on the clustering algorithm, and the study on 

clustering algorithms is becoming increasingly hot. 

Subspace clustering is a method for processing subspace. As a subspace clustering 

algorithm, spectral clustering is a relatively new clustering algorithm, also very 

competitive. Spectral clustering is no longer confined to the circular data processing, and 

the clustering complexity only relates with the number of data points, not the number of 

dimensions. Spectral clustering can map highly non-linear data points to the linear 

subspace, thus becoming a simple clustering problem of linear subspace. Spectral 

clustering is simple to achieve, but needs a solid theoretical foundation. 

This paper analyzed and discussed the traditional spectral clustering, SSC-SNN and 

SSC-GD&SNN. For reliance problem of traditional spectral clustering on Gaussian kernel 

function, use shared nearest neighbors of two points to access the implicit information in 

the cluster structure, and use this information for similarity calculation, which is self-

adaptive spectral clustering based on shared nearest neighbors. For the deficiency of 

manifold data processing of SSC-SNN, the concept of geodesic distance was introduced 

into SSC-SNN, and proposed SSC-GD&SNN.  

   Although this paper has some improvement result for spectral clustering, but for spectral 

clustering there is still a lot of work to be done. The main researches are about the 

practical application, improvement of the clustering accuracy and spectral clustering 

algorithm. 
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